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What works well – best practices

What are the challenges – identified gaps

Potential solutions/actions
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What works well-best practices?

• Advanced preparation (Weather, ready for communication and planning)
• Advanced notification of incoming flights. (Advanced notification when airports are constrained for weather, equipment, etc,..)
• List of available services provided
What works well-best practices?

- Continue to monitor weather conditions
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What are the challenges – identified gaps?

• Notification. Who initiates the call and who is called
• Time constraints. How much lead time do we need or require
• Limited space and services
• Outgoing feedback from airports when they are full
Actions:

- Interactive website. Each airport would provide information about assets available (space or slots, equipment, time of operation, Customs, etc)
- Subscribe to the OIS page and tailor it to your needs (Advisories, hotline information, airport issues, etc)
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Actions:

• ORD Aviation Weather Portal listed below.
  http://www.crh.noaa.gov/lot/?n=ord_portal